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In today’s identity management climate, single sign-on (SSO) capability is critical
to the success of enterprise identity and access management (IAM). IT departments
face growing demands: managing thousands of users, both internal and external, who
each need access to an increasing number of cloud-based applications. Adding to this
complexity is the fact that these users need this access at any time, wherever they
may be, and on whichever device they choose.
Couple this with the fact that there are now millions of apps that could be streamlining
your team’s operations. Innovation is constant, but teams can be limited to a select
number of tools based on the overhead time it takes to set them up, ensure proper
security protocols, and get users onboarded. SSO helps streamline this. Whether it’s
provisioning, meeting compliance requirements, or simply reducing the number of help
desk calls, SSO plays an integral role in efficient enterprise IAM. Here are some of the
ways an SSO solution makes a true impact on your company’s productivity.

A solution as versatile as your team
More than ever, users need a quick and secure way to access cloud-based tools to
work. If there is no centralized IAM, accessing the software becomes a time-consuming
process, with employees having to manually log in to each app or service they require.
Imagine the alternative: anyone who logs in to their Okta dashboard—whether on-prem,
remotely on a laptop, or on mobile—immediately has access to all their applications.
This could be Salesforce, Dropbox or any of over 5,000 other apps currently in the
Okta Application Network. No more manual log-ins. No more forgotten passwords.
No more password resets on an ever-increasing scale.

Peace of mind that your network is secure
An SSO solution also gives IT teams a real-time overview of the users that accessed
certain applications, when that access occurred, and other important information about
their activity. This information helps ensure the integrity of enterprise IAM security.
This is done through a real-time system log that includes geolocation tracking, access
reports and integration with SIEMs. Other common security risks can be addressed
through SSO. For example, if an employee loses a laptop or cell phone with a password
automatically stored in the devices, an IT team can efficiently disable access to the
user’s account.
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The right access for the right users
How do you ensure that the right people have access to the right things? This can be a
big challenge for financial companies that must limit certain documents or applications
to more senior employees, while still giving junior employees the tools and information
they need to perform their tasks. Many enterprise IAM solutions—including Okta’s—
come with built-in auditing for compliance reporting, including for SOX, HITECH and
PCI. SSO allows you to configure this access based on someone’s role, department
or seniority, providing visibility and transparency for your team into which resources
certain users can and cannot access.

A team that’s always on track
With so many moving parts, having a single point of authentication simplifies what could
be overwhelmingly complex. It comes down to streamlining the day-to-day operations
of your team so they can focus on what they do best—while only ever having to sign
in once. And instead of having an IT team that’s tied up with low-level administrative
issues, such as addressing help tickets or deploying tools for disparate users and
teams, these processes are automated and the team is empowered to focus on the
bigger picture—efficiency, security, and scale.
Read on as we step through some of the myths and misconceptions around the use
and implementation of single sign-on.
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In larger organizations, IT and Security teams often think they need two SSO solutions:
one to control access to on-premises apps—Web Access Management (WAM)—and a
second one to control access to the cloud—Identity as a Service. However, this is not
true. Using a single SSO solution for both on-prem and cloud systems, aka Hybrid IT,
saves time and money.
Providing users secure and consistent access to all systems is not a new thing, it’s
been a challenge since the mid-90s/2000s. To address this challenge in the past,
many companies adopted on-premises SSO or WAM solutions. Examples of this are
CA SiteMinder, PingAccess, and PingFederate.
With the explosion of the cloud, organizations started adopting cloud SSO—also
known as Identity as a Service (IDaaS)—to control access to the new systems. With
this, organizations started having two identity providers: one for on-prem and one for
the cloud.

On-Premise Identity

Cloud Identity

DB Server
On-Prem
SSO (WAM)

Identity as a Service (IDaaS)
LDAP Server

Siloed
Identities

Oracle E-Business Suite

Microsoft Office 365

Silo 1: On-Premise Identity

Silo 2: Cloud Identity
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Previously, two separate systems were needed because:
•

On-premises SSO lacked key features required to support cloud applications,
such as native integrations to popular cloud apps like Office 365, AWS, and
Salesforce. It also lacked modern security features required in public networks
like passwordless access and the ability to easily scale to support cloud traffic.

•

Cloud SSO didn’t support access to popular on-prem applications, like Oracle
E-Business Suite and PeopleSoft. It also lacked support for integration patterns
like Header-based authentication, Kerberos, and IWA.

So what’s changed?
This was true until two key trends changed the landscape:
•
•

More SSO on-prem solutions are being deprecated.
Cloud solutions are now supporting on-prem applications.

Let’s break down these trends
SSO on-premises is being deprecated
SSO on-prem is expensive to run, maintain, and support, costing significant time
and resources just to keep the lights on. It’s also hard to secure because upgrading
systems is a time-consuming uphill battle, leaving you at risk of security vulnerabilities.
There are limited and often insecure ways to apply Multi-factor authentication to the
authentication flow, which doesn’t leave much room to balance security with usability.
With these issues in mind, many traditional on-prem SSO vendors are deprecating
or retiring their solutions and, instead, encouraging customers to adopt a cloud SSO
solution. As a result, many organizations coming up on their on-prem SSO contract
renewal are reevaluating their options for securing access to on-prem systems.
Cloud SSO solutions now support on-prem web applications
Cloud SSO solutions traditionally only supported the SSO federation standards used
in the cloud, e.g., SAML, OpenID Connect, and OAuth.
Cloud SSO is attractive because it allows organizations to pay as you go/grow and
use pre-built app integrations, high-availability beyond on-prem solutions, and regular
updates without service outages. Organizations found so much value in Cloud SSO
that they started to ask their cloud providers to expand access beyond just cloud, but
also to custom apps, servers, and other on-prem applications.
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At Okta, we started addressing these asks several years ago:
•

•

•

For custom apps, we started offering Okta as APIs and SDKs, so developers can
quickly secure their apps the same way they use Twillio APIs for communications
or Stripe APIs for payments.
For servers, we launched Advanced Server Access, a solution that controls
access to servers, regardless of where and how they are hosted.
For on-prem access, we launched Access Gateway, a solution that provides SSO
and MFA to on-prem web applications, replacing the need for separate on-prem
and cloud SSO solutions.

With these solutions, you can consolidate access for all users (employees, contractors,
and customers), and all resources (servers, on-prem, and cloud-based apps) into a single
platform: the Okta Identity Cloud. All while saving costs and improving ease of use.

What does a single Identity platform look like in practice?
With a single identity platform for everything, you will see differences in both the admin
and the end-user experience.
For IT and Security Administrators, they get to control access to both cloud and onprem solutions from a single interface. This significantly cuts the time spent writing
and auditing security policies, users, groups, and MFA policies because they can be
done from a single place—instead of multiple admin consoles.

Unified Security Policy for on-premises and cloud apps
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Furthermore, administrators spend less time maintaining and patching servers since
this solution reduces the number of servers required in traditional SSO on-prem by
up to 90%.

Collapsed SSO Infrastructure: no middleware and database required

End-users get consistent access to what they need. It starts from the dashboard, where
they can see and access both cloud or on-prem web apps, from Microsoft Office 365
to Oracle E Business Suite, without having to jump through different interfaces, as
shown below.
Unified Identity

Also, end-users can benefit from modern cloud SSO security—such as passwordless
access with touch ID—to access on-prem web apps.
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And finally, users can access their apps from multiple devices and from any location,
avoiding complex network tools like VPNs.

Unified access for desktop and mobile devices

Fact: Use one SSO for all systems, whether on-prem
or in the cloud!
As you can see, the multiple SSO solutions myth is debunked! You can use a single SSO
solution for cloud apps, custom apps, servers, and on-prem web apps. In fact, this is
the recommended path to improve the user and admin experience, reduce costs, and
avoid deprecated solutions.
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SSO has a reputation for being difficult and time-consuming to deploy. This might have
been true with legacy solutions such as ADFS, but modern, cloud-based SSO is different.
It’s 11:15 a.m. on a Tuesday and Laura has an important presentation at 11:30 a.m.
But she’s having trouble signing into her Box account to get an important file! Which
username and password was it? She got into her Gmail account without a problem.
She finally got into Salesforce, but it took a few password guesses to get in. No such
luck with Box, however, and she’s just sent a ticket to IT support. Can she download
that slide deck in time for her meeting?
Laura’s story is, unfortunately, all too common. As the number of apps your employees
use grows, so does their frustration in trying to manage all their credentials. IT teams
know how SSO helps to avoid these login challenges, but they often have other
reservations, particularly around spending intensive time and effort supporting a
difficult deployment.

What’s difficult about deploying legacy SSO?
Legacy SSO solutions such as ADFS have traditionally been complex to deploy. A
large part of the difficulty is due to the various existing components that need to be
integrated with new modern apps and configuration changes. At Okta, we’ve talked
with customers who have spent upwards of $5,000 in the space of a week, just to
integrate a single modern application with a traditional SSO product. Our internal
data shows that the average organization uses 60 apps. Add these issues together
and traditional SSO can quickly become expensive.
Another challenge with deploying a legacy SSO product is repopulating a new user
store, which isn’t easy. Profiles often already exist in a user directory like Microsoft’s
Active Directory (AD). If an organization has multiple, untrusted AD forests, moving to
a new SSO solution like ADFS sometimes requires IT to manually recreate relationships
and develop trust between them.
Finally, adopting a SSO solution often also means deploying new hardware. ADFS
requires at least six servers and a load balancer, per AD forest. Then there are firewall
changes to consider. IT spends a lot of time and energy ensuring that the firewall is
properly configured; a traditional SSO solution may require IT to poke holes in the
firewall to enable communication with cloud applications. This results in more work
for IT and the introduction of risk.
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Load Balancers

MIM

FIM
Firewall
LDAP

Servers

ADFS

Users

SQL

Apps

Active Directory
Passthrough Auth

Connecting users to apps through legacy SSO solutions is difficult, requiring updated
user stores, firewall changes, and additional hardware.
Given the above, it’s understandable that IT teams see SSO as difficult to deploy.
However, this model has evolved, and a much better alternative exists. Cloud-based
SSO solutions let organizations reap the benefits of SSO without the hassles of legacy
deployments.

What makes cloud-based SSO easier?
Legacy SSO solutions such as ADFS have traditionally been complex to deploy. A
large part of the difficulty is due to the various existing components that need to be
integrated with new modern apps and configuration changes. At Okta, we’ve talked
with customers who have spent upwards of $5,000 in the space of a week, just to
integrate a single modern application with a traditional SSO product. Our internal
data shows that the average organization uses 60 apps. Add these issues together
and traditional SSO can quickly become expensive.
1. Pre-built connectors to all apps
Modern SSO has pre-built connectors to popular apps so IT is freed from building app
integrations from scratch. For example, the Okta Integration Network has over 7,000
integrations to the most popular cloud-based and on-prem technologies. This lets you
quickly connect users, provision and manage accounts, and sync data across systems
and apps. Otherwise, IT could spend months creating and maintaining connections
between applications and a legacy SSO solution. Pre-existing integrations are a massive
boost to speed and efficiency.
2. Compatibility with existing directories
Modern SSO can easily connect to your existing directories. If there are users in an
existing AD or LDAP directory, SSO can automatically import accounts, attributes, and
groups, eliminating the need to manually re-populate a new user store. For instance,
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Okta offers delegated AD authentication, provisioning and deprovisioning, directory
sync, and AD password management. In essence, all changes between Active Directory
and Okta are synchronized.
3. No hardware or firewall changes needed
A cloud-based SSO means you don’t need to procure, install, configure, or support
hardware on your own. With a good SSO product, no firewall changes are required.
Okta SSO manages your connection to AD with a lightweight agent that connects
to multiple AD domains and forests (even untrusted ones)—without the need for
additional servers or changes to your firewall. The agent communicates with Okta
using a standard outbound internet port (Port 443, for example).

Maintenane Cost

$$$

$

ADFS

ADFS with
Free EMS

License:

Opportunity Cost

EMS + VMs +
MIM License

Installation +
Custom Integration

Okta License

Already has
ADFS

Okta

A modern cloud-based SSO solution is not only easier to deploy it’s also far more costeffective. Okta’s total cost of ownership can be half that of ADFS or other solutions
like Oracle, IBM, CA, and Ping.
4. The ability to support on-prem web apps
Another common myth is that cloud SSO cannot support on-prem web apps such as
WebLogic, E-Business Suite, or PeopleSoft, that use header-based authentication,
Kerberos, IWA, or other proprietary protocols. This was a limitation previously, but cloudbased SSO now has the ability to secure on-prem web apps without the difficulty that
came from deploying legacy SSO. Due to this change, analysts recommend the use of
cloud-based SSO (also known as Identity as a Service (IDaaS)) over legacy SSO: “By
2022, IDaaS will be the chosen delivery model for more than 80% of access management
deployments globally” – Gartner’s Access Management Magic Quadrant - 2018.
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Fact: Modern SSO is not difficult to deploy
Modern, cloud-based SSO deployments are not difficult, nor complex. Prebuilt
integrations and automatic user directory connectors make it easy to onboard new
users and use new apps, without additional hardware or maintenance. The service is
also easy to scale, highly available and minimizes costs. Most importantly, security is
outsourced to experts who are completely focused on providing users with the most
simple yet secure access possible.

Fact or Fiction:

SSO slows down IT
IT teams sometimes think that SSO is just another tool that they’ll need to manage.
But instead of slowing IT down, SSO actually reduces workload and improves agility.
It’s easy to see the benefit of SSO for end-users: seamless access to all applications
without having to manage multiple login credentials makes life much easier. But how
does SSO benefit IT? Isn’t SSO just an additional tool they need to worry about and
manage?
With every new tool, IT admins must ensure it’s secure and properly configured. Then
comes user training and a deluge of support tickets as the company transitions to a
new tool, plus the ongoing maintenance of keeping it up to date. In fact, recent surveys
show that IT spends nearly 80% of their resources just maintaining legacy tools.
This takes IT away from the more strategic work they’d rather be doing.

SSO empowers IT teams
SSO is not just another tool that slows IT down. The reality is that modern SSO tools
actually unlock IT teams to do more through better IT workflows, increased automation,
more visibility, and added security. IT’s main responsibility is to make sure the business
runs smoothly and securely, and a major part of that is connecting employees to the
technology they need to get work done. SSO is the center of that. It offers a single pane
of glass for end users to access all their applications. At the same time, SSO offers IT
the following benefits.
1. Faster Scaling
As organizations adopt cloud and mobile solutions, they use more applications. However,
many of these are third-party and cloud-based apps that don’t integrate well with a
company’s existing infrastructure, including their on-prem systems.
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A modern, cloud-based SSO offers a catalogue of pre-built connections to all the
applications a company needs, making the deployment of new technologies faster
and more cost-effective.
Cloud-based SSO also separates usage growth from server capabilities and headcount.
This increases agility and allows IT to adapt quickly when business priorities change.
SSO acts like a fulcrum, allowing small IT teams to manage a large number of SaaS
solutions.

SSO

2. Greater Visibility
The network perimeter no longer stops at the four walls of the firewall anymore. With
more users accessing more applications, it is more challenging for IT to know who is
accessing what service, which devices they are using, and what their locations are.
Shadow IT is also becoming more prevalent, costing an estimated 38% of IT spending
in large enterprises.
Modern SSO solutions provide IT complete visibility into all of their users and their
user’s applications. From a single admin console, IT can easily set access policies, define
privileges, and audit those privileges for compliance and tighter security. IT teams are
no longer blindsided by unexpected challenges caused by poor visibility.
3. Reduced Help Desk Tickets and IT Costs
IT spends an inordinate amount of time dealing with password resets: nearly 50% of
helpdesk calls are related to this issue. And it’s not just about lost time. Each reset costs
companies $15–$45, which means even small organizations are spending thousands
on this simple issue.
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A good SSO solution removes this cost and frustration by enabling end users to reset
their passwords themselves. This eases the burden on IT, improves user satisfaction
and productivity, and increases security by mitigating the risk of a socially-engineered
attack on the IT helpdesk.
Modern SSO also lets users request access to new applications directly from the
application owner. When a user needs an app like Salesforce, there’s no longer a need
for IT involvement; the SSO platform simply routes the request to the app owner within
the organization and handles approvals automatically.
SSO strips away much of the busy work that IT teams typically deal with, freeing them
up to do more focused, impactful work.

Before

After

FACT: SSO makes IT more agile
SSO is not just another tool that slows IT down—it’s the opposite. A modern SSO
solution removes the time and effort involved in managing password resets and app
integrations, provides better visibility, and allows businesses to scale quicker. This
results in an IT team that has the time and focus for more strategic work.
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SSO solutions are sometimes criticized for introducing a single point of failure into
the authentication process. In reality, a single point of failure already exists: the user.
Login credentials exist to keep accounts secure, but they pose a problem in modern
companies where users access many applications every day. When forced to constantly
juggle different credentials, it’s only natural that people being to suffer from password
fatigue. SSO simplifies the login experience by giving users access to multiple applications
with a single login. However, this also raises an important question: with all your eggs
in one basket, isn’t life much easier for a hacker who now needs to steal just a single
set of credentials to access all accounts?

The real single point of failure is the user
In theory, having multiple, complex passwords that change often is more secure than
having a single password that unlocks everything. But the reality is very different; few
people actually make use of different complex passwords. It simply isn’t feasible to
remember passwords for each password-protected account. To cope, some store
passwords in unencrypted files or leave them on sticky notes in public view. Even
worse, many users reuse the same password across systems with one study citing
that 73% of all passwords are duplicates.

App 1
123456

User

Reused password

App 2

App 3

By reusing passwords across multiple systems and apps, users introduce a single point
of failure that gives hackers easy access to data.
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Password fatigue leads to poor password hygiene—and as users start to rely on insecure
password management practices, they become a single point of failure. Verizon has
found that hacks due to stolen credentials are one of the most common source of data
breaches, and it’s fair to say this is largely because users struggle to manage their many
credentials. Ultimately, passwords are useless if they can’t safeguard user accounts
from unwarranted access, so when it comes to credentials, less really can mean more.

SSO is more than simplified password management
SSO is a great way to enforce strong password practices for your users. With just one
password to control, IT can set policies to make sure that one password is as secure
as possible:
•
•
•
•

Expires after a certain amount of time.
Differs from previous ones to prevent reuse.
Does not match an existing list of hacked credentials.
Lock after a certain number of unsuccessful attempts to protect against bruteforce attacks.

Password managers can also provide these functionalities, but password managers
focus on protecting credentials—when the focus should be on access. SSO solutions,
on the other hand, do focus on access and can give companies a stronger, more
sophisticated approach to security by looking at the user’s context. Modern SSO can
analyze:
•

•

•

•

•

Application context: Which application is the user accessing? Does it contain
sensitive data? More to the point, should they have access to it?
User context: What group is the user a member of? Are they a temporary
contractor or an employee? Did they recently switch roles within the
organization?.
Location context: Do we trust the user’s current location? Have they logged in
from that location before?
Device context: Is the user logging in from a mobile device or a desktop? Is the
device managed? Have they used this device before?
Network context: What is the user’s IP? Have we seen it before, and is it known
to be suspicious? Is the user using an anonymizing service such as TOR?

Even if a user enters the correct credentials, users may be asked for additional verification
due to the context of their access. For example, an employee who comes in from outside
the corporate network using an unknown device trying to gain access to an HR tool might
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be prompted for a second factor through a multi-factor authentication (MFA) tool. On
the other hand, a contractor using a Tor anonymizer trying to gain access to sensitive
financial data might simply be refused access altogether. SSO gives administrators
more control and granularity over how users are given access to company resources.
A successful SSO login process is one where all the contextual factors have been taken
into consideration before allowing access.

Access Context
App 1
Network

User

App 2
Location

SSO
Device

App 3

FACT: SSO removes the single point of failure
It would be great if everyone used unique, complex, and continuously changing
passwords for each of their apps. The reality is that this unfairly burdens users, who
will generally choose convenience over security. Adding SSO to protect passwords
behind a strong master password improves the user experience and increases security.
However, the real benefit of SSO comes from the ability to enforce strong access
policies driven by user context. That master password is now just one of many, hardto-compromise inputs that goes into allowing access. With the right SSO solution,
organizations can not only ensure better system security but also reduce the login
friction that frustrates so many users.
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SSO solutions are often confused with password managers because both use a single
login to access information for multiple applications.
If you work at a computer, your day likely involves switching between various applications.
It goes without saying that it’s a strain to remember multiple passwords and enter
them individually each time. This is why password managers have become so popular.
Password managers are like vaults for passwords—they store your credentials in one
consolidated place. Instead of having to juggle different usernames and passwords,
users only need to remember the single master password that unlocks the password
manager. From there, a password manager automatically enters stored credentials
into authorized websites and apps. In theory, this encourages the use of more complex
passwords. Since users only need to remember a single login, they’re less likely to
repeat passwords across multiple apps, so if one password gets compromised, not all
systems are compromised.

But here’s the problem…
With password managers, the focus is on protecting the password. Even if password
managers encourage people to use passwords that are harder to guess, passwords
themselves are still inherently vulnerable to phishing and brute-force attacks. In fact,
passwords are still a main source of security breaches for enterprises—81% of security
breaches are from credential theft. Some of the most high profile hacks in recent
memory stemmed from phished credentials.
Password managers also pose a problem for IT admins. Each password is a potential
entry point for a hacker, and consolidating every password in one place does nothing
to reduce your organization’s attack surface. When users leave, they leave their
passwords behind—and password managers can’t easily remove the access rights
these disparate credentials have.
While password managers make it easier for users to manage their credentials, they
still focus on the password. They cannot manage who has access to those credentials
or to your system. SSO solves both pain points, creating a convenient experience
through strong authentication.
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SSO is about trust, not passwords
Modern SSO solutions don’t just help users manage passwords (although SSO does
that as well)—they provide a new approach to identity and access management
(IAM). They shift the focus from managing passwords to managing access through
trust. Instead of relying on a vault full of passwords to keep data secure, SSO leverages
existing trust relationships to create a single domain where authentication takes place.

How it works
Trust
Identity Provider
(IdP)

Obtains
Assertion

Service Provider
(SP)

Provides
Assertion

Single sign-on relies on federated identity—the sharing of identity attributes across
systems that are trusted, but otherwise autonomous. So, when you’re trusted by one
system, you’re allowed access to all other systems that have a trusted relationship with
that particular one. This removes the need for shuffling passwords between systems.
Modern SSO solutions are built on this, enabled through federation protocols like SAML
2.0 and OpenID Connect. For users, this means they only need one set of credentials to
sign in to the SSO solution and gain access to any trusted, interlinked app and system.
These interlinked systems are also not restricted to just cloud apps. Unlike password
managers, you can integrate SSO with VPNs, WiFi, firewalls, native mobile apps, onprem resources, and even other identity providers—basically any tool that supports
federation.
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SSO and login context
In addition to the potential of removing passwords, SSO gives IT teams a clear view
of the context of a login request. Information such as who the user is, where they are
logging in from, what their IP is, what device or browser they’re using, and when and
where they last logged in.
By understanding the context of the login, IT can create incredibly secure policies to
drive proper access decisions. For example, SSO is often combined with MFA to flag
suspicious login attempts—like an unknown device or location—and prompt for another
authentication factor. So even if someone enters a stolen password, he or she won’t
simply be given access to the data without that second factor.
Administrators can also control user sessions by setting certain policies. This may
mean users must re-authenticate every few hours, that only certain teams get access
to certain systems, or that users can’t access certain apps from outside the office IP
range. For example, you may require all employees on the road to authenticate using
MFA on every login attempt, while those in the office need only re-authenticate every
24 hours. It also means admins can cut access if a user changes positions within the
company or is terminated.

FACT: SSO is not the same as a password manager
Passwords are susceptible to all manner of threats, and it takes more than consolidating
them in one place to protect your users. SSO provides the ideal hybrid: the ease of a
single login with enterprise-grade security.
Want to learn even more about SSO? Listen to the Things You Don’t Know About
Single Sign-On webinar, and visit our Okta Single Sign-On page.
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About Okta
Okta is the leading independent provider of identity for the enterprise. The Okta
Identity Cloud enables organizations to securely connect the right people to the right
technologies at the right time. With over 7,000 pre-built integrations to applications
and infrastructure providers, Okta customers can easily and securely use the best
technologies for their business. More than 10,650 organizations, including JetBlue,
Nordstrom, Slack, T-Mobile, Takeda, Teach for America and Twilio, trust Okta to help
protect the identities of their workforces and customers. Visit www.okta.com for
more information.

